
Highland Hospital Neighborhood Steering Committee Meeting 
Dec. 17, 2014 
  
Attendees: Mike Mahoney, Judy Lee Hay, Mike Thompson, Kerry Regan, Becca 
Webb, Alex Zazubec, Barb Ficarra, Colleen McCarthy, Mary Ockenden, Mike 
Zanghi 
  
Agenda:  

• Discuss zoning board meeting/results 
• Discuss PD development process 
• Plan for next info-sharing by steering committee at Sector 6 

 
Group discussed the zoning board’s approval of the site plan variance application 
for Highland, public comments made during the zoning board meeting, and 
issues that will need to be addressed in the PD application, including:   
 

• Parking. Mike Thompson shared that 80 or so employees park in the 
neighborhood on an average day. Mary suggested bringing an update on 
the parking study to the next Sector 6 meeting and mentioned that 
Highland could look at other parking options for the future (shuttling, e.g.) 
and incorporate these in the PD development process.  

 
• Noise levels for Highland. Mary said current rooftop units at Highland 

will be tested to determine if any upgrades are needed to comply with 
noise levels. Mike T. mentioned that Highland upgraded its mechanics 
about 10 years ago and achieved noise reduction as well as energy 
efficiency.  

 
• Height of potential new floors that might be added to the 2-story 

addition in the future. Mary: Whether additional floors will be needed in 
future years is TBD. There is no provision for them in the current capital 
plan. The allowable maximum height for such floors will be discussed 
during development of Highland’s PD and defined for future generations in 
the final PD.  
 

• Landscaping: The Strong-Highland team of landscape architecture 
specialists were scheduled to do a walk-around of the entire Highland 
campus to do an initial assessment and chart the site.  

 
In addition, Mary offered responses to several other issues raised by neighbors: 
 

• Intensity of site use: Neighbors expressed concerns that the addition will 
increase the intensity of the site’s use. In fact, the addition is a 
modernization effort. Usage volumes are projected to remain stable. 

 



• Finances as a motivation for the addition: A concern was voiced that a 
key incentive for adding the dedicated observation units is that Highland 
will get higher reimbursements from them. Mary explained that this is a 
standard of care issue, providing a third option to the emergency room’s 
waiting room/hallway and an in-patient room. Financially, reimbursement 
rules used to be the more you do the more you can get paid. Now you get 
X dollars and manage them as efficiently as you can. Observation rooms 
improve efficiency. In addition, as is customary in not for profits, any 
positive operating margin (as not-for-profit companies call “net profit”) 
goes to Highland’s capital needs, not to shareholders. 

 
• Elective procedures the addition supports can be done elsewhere. 

The implication is that the addition isn’t necessary. Mary agreed that some 
elective procedures can be done elsewhere—and many ARE being done 
in off-campus surgery centers. Doctors determine the best location for 
their patients' care, depending on the risk of encountering problems, and 
in some cases, hospitals are more appropriate. Highland is a regional 
leader in the joint replacement and geriatric care specialties the addition is 
supporting, making it a good choice for many of those cases. Furthermore, 
many of Highland’s cases in these specialties are medically necessary, 
not elective.  

 
 
Commission voted 5-1 in favor of the variance, with these stipulations: 

1. Completion of parking plan to ensure Highland creates sufficient new 
parking spaces to replace those lost in the South parking lot 

2. Get a waiver on required fire dept. accessibility via Mount Vernon 
3. The PD development process must proceed 

 
 
Mary shared with the group that LeChase is the construction company manager 
for the upcoming project after a competitive bidding process. LeChase is now 
evaluating the architectural designs for constructability/feasibility before finalizing 
the project plan and recommending any necessary design changes. The firm will 
subcontract the construction project tasks and have overall responsibility for 
bringing the project to successful completion. LeChase’s project manager will 
come to a steering committee meeting in the next month or two and following 
that, to a Sector 6 meeting.  
 
 
Becca: Group should plan to do a write-up of progress to date for the Wedge 
newspaper.  
 
Question: How do we engage neighbors on landscaping for the edges of the 
property? Mary mentioned the idea of a “living wall” – a wall that has plantings in 



it to soften the appearance of the wall and add visual interest — possibly as a 
screen/boundary for the dead-end area of Bellevue Drive.  
 
Action items: 

• Mary: Put together a landscaping committee comprised of Highland and 
neighborhood representatives.  

• Mary/Mike Zanghi: Develop a landscape budget and bring it to the 
landscaping committee so that they have a framework for developing their 
plans, short-term and long-term, for Highland.  

• Barb: Ask Joseph Johnson, MD about the possibility of future OR open 
house tours for selected neighbors. (Complete; Dr. Johnson supports the 
idea of doing more tours.) Next steps: identify invitees and schedule OR 
tours for end of January-early February timeframe. Suggestions of group: 
include Eve Elzenga, Dave Nelson, Wayne Willis in first group of invitees. 

• Barb: Send project dimensions and Nov. meeting minutes to the group. 
(complete) 

• Mike Mahoney: Presentation on the new HPNA website at the January 
Sector 6 meeting.  

• Becca (or other neighbor on steering committee): Do a “stand-up 
update” on steering committee work at the next Sector 6 meeting.  

  
Future steering committee meetings:  
These will be at 4 p.m. on the first Tuesday of the month in the Gleason 
Conference Room on Level 2 of  Highland Hospital. Meetings will be scheduled 
through June.  
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